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ABSTRACT

After the incredible results obtained with eritropoiesis-stimulating agents and vitamin D analogues in the amelioration of the duration and quality of life for the chronic renal patients, a new pathogenic complex draws the attention of nephrologists, cardiologists, internists, diabetes specialists and family doctors that are treating chronically dialysed patients: MICS (malnutrition inflammation complex syndrome). This concept describes the physiopathological bind between chronic inflammation and the nutritional status by linking them through hypercatabolism and metabolic acidosis. This study refers to the unfortunate influence of persistent metabolic acidosis on the morbidity and mortality rates of maintenance dialysis patients: acidosis enhances catabolism and inhibits anabolism by associating itself with severe nutritional deficits, stimulating the pro-inflammatory factors and promotes proteolysis.
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1. Introduction

Chronic renal insufficiency represents a complex pathological ensemble in which the incapacity to excrete nitrogenate compounds and hidric excess represents only a part of the consequences of renal function affliction, with dialysis correction. Some other important functions of the diseased kidney found therapies that supplement them: eritropoiesis stimulating-agents to compensate secondary anemia, vitamin D analogues to optimize the phospho-calcic metabolism, PTH levels and to correct renal bone dystrophy [1]. Over the last years, a new pathogenic complex draws the attention of nephrologists, but also of internists, cardiologists, diabetes specialists and family doctors that are treating chronic renal insufficiency patients: MICS (malnutrition inflammation complex syndrome). [2-4].

This concept describes the physiopathological bound between chronic inflammation and nutritional status, with the help of enhanced catabolism and metabolic acidosis [5-7]. Patients with malnutrition
have a chronic inflammatory status and high scores for morbidity and mortality in dialysis statistics [8,9].

To investigate the link between chronic acidosis state and the magnitude of the inflammation and to correlate these with malnutrition we bring a prospective non-interventional study in maintenance dialysis patients.

2. Material and methods

The study lasted 12 months and comprised 192 patients that were under chronic renal correction in the <HS Dialysis Clinic “Sfantul Ioan” Bucharest>, after trialing according to the standards imposed by this study.

Selection criteria: patients suffering from chronic kidney disease (BCR) stage 5 K/DQOT-chronic terminal disease- chronically hemodialysed or chronic ambulatory peritoneal dialysis.

Exclusion criteria: patients had other severe illnesses (comorbidities) that could have severely affected their life span – cardiac insufficiency, hepatic or respiratory severe insufficiency, malign tumors.

The patient batch was made up of 20 peritoneal dialysed patients and 164 chronic hemodialysed. The demographic characteristics of the patients are presented below (table I):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Patients distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis time span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of initiations durring study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The methodology of this study consisted in the monitoring and registering the interested biological constants:
- Serum bicarbonate at the beginning of dialysis (RApreD) to correctly assess the acid-base balance;
- Albuminemia and the SGA test – to appreciate nutritional status;
- CRP level (C reactive protein) – in order to correctly assess inflammatory status.

Depending on the RApreD, we divided the patients into batches depending on their levels: severe acidosis, moderate acidosis, acid-base balanced, and we investigated nutritional status and inflammatory status in different preD-AR groups of values.

3. Results

Serum bicarbonate or pre-dialysis plasma bicarbonate in chronic hemodialysed patients: RApreD.

This is the gold-standard in measurement parameters of metabolic acidosis in chronic dialysed patients; it is done monthly before starting hemodialysis, amidst the monthly tests that are done to asses these patients progress.

Monthly RApreD (rezerva alcalina predialitica) was analyzed both as an average value of the batch at every dialysis and as an annual average of RA for every patient.

The monthly levels in the dialysed batch had a wide spread, from patients with levels of under 18 mEq/l to patients with over 30 mEq/l. the lowest level on the acidosis scale was 7mEq/l on a patient in which hemodialysis was instituted in the Emergency Room, in a case of severe acute progress in his chronic renal insufficiency.

To globally describe each patient from the levels of RA point of view, the most correct and “complete method was considered the annual RApreD values for each and every patient separately.
From figure 1, we can observe that most patients – 59.92% - have RA values found in the “metabolic acidosis area” under 22 mEq/l.

RApreD patients with under 20 mEq/l. Also these patients have the highest SGA levels – patients suffering from severe malnutrition.

This segregation shows the „malnutrition – inalation - acidosis complex”, an extremely unfortunate joinder which determines a malevolent progress of hemodialysed patients that suffer from it. These patients usually have a multi-factorial situation: severe anemia with resiliency to the eritropoiesis stimulation therapy, and high morbidity with a high mortality risk.

This is a double way band: not only is the chronic inflammation determining hypercatabolism, the drop in anabolism and high output of acids, but also acidosis favourises inflammation by increasing the action of ubiquitin and the branched-chain keto acids dehidrogenase (BCKAD).

Through statistic analysis, we can show that there is a larger procentual number of patients with RApreD under 20 mEq/l in the group with CRP levels over 20 mg/l (Z= 2.76 > 1,28).

RA correlation with nutritional status markers

The amount of plasma albumin in different AR groups

The average amount of albumin within a batch of RApreD patients with under 20 mEq/l values, was 3.96 g% compared to the average amount of 4.18 g% found in a batch of RApreD patients with over 22 mEq/l. The slight decrease that we observe in RApreD patients with 24-26 mEq/l isn’t accompanied by the same occurrence on the SGA scale and we can base this observation on the hypervolema measured in these patients (that also have metabolic alkalosis after dialysis) (figure 3).

SGA in different RA groups

After analyzing the SGA results, 46 patients (28.1%) were diagnosed with malnutrition in different stages. This proportional number has greater importance than the one corresponding to the diagnosis based on the value of plasma albumin,
because the associated illnesses of every patient are taken into account. The apportionment of SGA indicating values, in pre-dialysis RA groups of values, have emphasized differences that are worth analyzing (Figure 4).

![Figure 3. Serum albumin values in RAprD groups](image)

![Figure 4. The distribution of SGA values in preD-AR groups of values](image)

We have captured data concerning SGA values corresponding to malnutrition in 22 patients of the 48 with AR values under 20mEq/l (45.8%), to 17 patients (20.2%) of the 84 with AR between 20-22 mEq/l and to 7 of the 32 patients with an AR between 22 and 26 mEq/l (21.8%).

Statistically analyzing, we calculated $z_{1-\alpha} = z_{0.95} = 1.28$

and $Z = 4.46 \cdot 1.28$ that is found in the rejection area: the number of patients suffering from malnutrition in the “under 20 AR” group is significantly larger than in all other groups.
The level of albumine in the “under 20mEq/l AR” groupes is significantly lower (statistically), than the average of all the other groupes of patients, which are not so different from each other.

4. Discussions

This study shows that the patients who around the year had an average level of under 20 mEq/l preD-AR, were often in the group of patients with severe malnutrition, they have a lower nutritional score than the rest of the preD-AR groupes, and had significantly higher levels of CRP (modified inflammatory status). Moderately-severe metabolic acidosis is usually associated with inflammation and malnutrition, strengthening each other all the time.

The way in which these entities relate is not clear enough. It is certain the hypercatabolic effect of persistent metabolic acidosis; low sanguin pH determines negative nitrogen balance in CRF patients and healthy individuals. It increses protein catabolism, decreases protein synthesis and increase insulin resistance.

Activation due to the hyperactivation of ubiquitin-protease ATP-dependant and the branched keto-acid dehydrogenase, in acidosis. It is presumed that these enzymes would also produce endocrine abnormalities like: the resistance to insulin, the decreasing of circulant leptine levels, and the boosting of pro-inflammatory citokines levels.

5. Conclusions

This study gives just one of the explanations of how unfortunate the influence of persistent metabolic acidosis is on the morbidity and mortality of chronic hemodialysed patients: acidosis favours hypercatabolism and inhibits anabolism, by associating with malnutrition. The inflammatory status is both a consequence of malnutrition and of metabolic acidosis (by stimulating pro-inflammatory citokines). This vicious circle is closed with the hypercatabolic effect of chronic inflammation. In order to properly act towards the breaking of this pathogenic chain, we will have to tend to its every link. As the treatment of chronic metabolic acidosis has received much less attention than treatment of other ESDR complications (anemia, hyperphosphatemia, hyperparathyroidism), the result of this study comes to support the propper diagnosis and treatment of chronic metabolic acidosis in chronic dialysed patient.
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